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[571 ' ABSTRACT 

A display rack comprising a plurality of individual sections, 
each having a plurality of spaced openings which receive con 
tainers therein. Connecting means connects the sections 
together for movement between an open position wherein the 
sections are spaced from each other to permit access to the 
containers, and a closed position wherein one section covers 
the containers in an adjacent section to prevent their removal. 
Fastening means is provided to maintain the rack in the closed 
position. ' 

14 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures 
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DISPLAY RACK 

Thisinvention relates generally to a display rack and, more 
particularly, pertains to a display rack which may be placed in 
an open position to display and permit access to the containers 
held therein or which may be placed in a closed position for 
easy transportation. - 

Presently, commercially available display racks such as the 
type normally utilized to hold and display associated spice bot 
tles or the like usually comprise a frame having a number of 
slats nailed or otherwise fastened together to form shelves 
which retain the spice bottles. Hence, in addition to being 
bulky and lacking any esthetic appeal, such display racks 
suffer from a severe disadvantage in that they are stationary 
and are usually ?xed to a wall. Thus, if a cook wishes to 
prepare a dinner, for example, in a kitchen other than his own, 
he must remove the desired spice bottles from his rack, pack 
the same to insure that they will not break in transit, unpack 
the bottles when he reaches his destination, and repack the 
bottles after the dinner has been made. Therefore, it is obvious 
that present day display racks of the type under consideration 
have serious limitations on their use. 

Accordingly, an object of this invention is to provide an im 
proved display rack. 
A more speci?c object of this invention is to provide a dis 

play rack which is pleasing to the eye. 
Another object of the invention resides in the novel details 

of construction which provide a display rack of the type 
described, which may be af?xed to a wall for easy access to 
the containers or which may be closed for easy transportation 
of the containers. 
A further object of the invention is the provision of a display 

rack wherein a major portion of the containers is visible to 
provide easy and quick identi?cation of the goods therein. 

Accordingly, a display rack constructed according to the 
present invention is adapted to retain and display apparatus 
and comprises a plurality of individual sections. Each one of 
the plurality of sections has a plurality of apparatus retainers 
which are adapted to receive apparatus therein. Connecting 
means interconnects the plurality of sections so that one sec 
tion may be moved to a closed position with respect to another 
section to prevent removal of the apparatus received in said 
other section. Spaced fastening means is provided which are 
adapted to engage each other when all of said plurality of sec 
tions have been moved to the closed position for maintaining 
the rack closed. 
Other features and advantages of the present invention will 

become more apparent from a consideration of the following 
detailed description when taken in conjunction with the ac 
companying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a front elevational view of a display rack con 
structed according to the present invention, in the open posi 
tion but with the cover tabs omitted; 

FIG. 2 is a side elevational view thereof; 
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the display rack shown in 

FIG. 1, in a partially closed position; 
FIG. 4 is a side elevational view of the display rack shown in 

FIG. 1 in the closed position; 
FIG. 5 is a front elevational view of the display rack in the 

closed position; and 
FIG. 6 is a vertical sectional view, with a portion broken 

away, of a container constructed according to the present in 
vention. 
The display rack of the present invention is designated 

generally by the reference numeral 10 in the FIGS. and in 
cludes four individual sections respectively designated by the 
reference numerals 12, 14, 16 and 18. The sections 12-18 are 
substantially identical in construction and only the section 12 
will be described in detail. Corresponding elements of the 
other sections will be designated by the same letter suf?x but 
with the numeral pre?x associated with that particular section. 
For example, the top surface of the section 12 is designated by 
the reference character 12A, whereas the corresponding ele 
ment of the section 16 (i.e., the top surface of section 16) will 

esignated by the character 16A. 
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More speci?cally, as noted above, the section 12 includes a 

top surface 12A, a bottom surface 128, a front surface 12C, 
and a rear surface 12E. As shown in FIG. 3, the rear surface 
125 is comprised of a ?rst portion 12F which extends 
downwardly from the top surface 12A, and a second portion 
12G which tapers downwardly and forwardly from the portion 
12F to the bottom surface 128. Provided in the front surface 
120 of the section 12 is a longitudinally extending groove 20. 
Extending downwardly from the top surface 12A of the sec 
tion 12 are four longitudinally spaced openings 22. 
One such opening is shown in greater detail in FIG. 1 in sec 

tion 14. It is to be noted-that the openings 22 in adjacent ones 
of the sections are offset with respect to each other. More 
speci?cally, it will be noted that the openings 22 in the section 
14 are not aligned with the openings 22 in the section. 12. 
Thus, for example, the axis of the second opening 22 from the 
right-hand edge of the section 14 is positioned midway 
between the axes of the?rsttwo openings 22 from the right 
hand edge of the section 12. However, openings in alternate 
sections are aligned witheach other so that the axes of the 
openings 22 in section 12 are aligned with the ‘axes of the 
openings 22 in section 16. Similar comments apply for the sec 
tions 14 and 18. 
As noted above, received in each opening 22 is a container 

24. The containers 24 are identical in construction and are 
shown in detail in FIG. 6. Thus, each container includes a bot 
tle 26, the mouth 28 of which is substantially of the same 
diameter as the interior of the bottle to facilitate ?lling the 
bottle and, more importantly, emptying the bottle. Thus, it is a 
simple matter to extract spices from the interior of the bottle 
26. An external bead 30 surrounds the mouth of the bottle 28. 
A cover 32 seals the top of the bottle. That is, the cover 32 is 
provided with a depending peripheral wall 34 having an inter 
nal bead 36 adjacent the lower edge thereof. The cover 32 is 
made of a flexible and resilient material, such as plastic, and 
the bead 36 is adapted to snap over and under the bead 30 to 
maintain the cover in place. Additionally, the cover is pro 
vided with a radially extending tab 38 which can be raised up 
wardly to free the bead 36 from the bead 28 when it is desired 
to remove the cover. 

The openings 22 terminate at the lower wall of the grooves 
20 and the containers 24 are sized so that the cover portion 
thereof is spaced above the top surface of the respective sec 
tion. Thus, for example, as shown in FIG. 1, the covers 32 of 
the containers 24 extend above the top surface 12A of the sec 

' tion 12. Additionally, indicia 40 may be placed on the top of 
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each one of the containers 24 to indicate the contents thereof. 
At this point, it should be noted that the offset between the 
containers in openings 22 in adjacent sections is slightly 
greater than the diameter of a cover 32, as will become obvi 
ous from a consideration of the description hereinbelow. 
The sections 12-18 are connected together by a pair of 

straps 42 and 44. To be more speci?c, the straps 42 and 44 are 
connected to the second portion 12G-18G of the rear walls of 
each of the sections by fastening means such as rivets 46. The 
strap 42 is positioned adjacent the right-hand edge of the sec 
tions, as taken in FIG. 1, and the strap 44 is positioned ad 
jacent the left-hand edge of the sections. The straps are made 
of a ?exible material such as leather, so that the sections 
12-18 will be movable with respect to each other. In view of 
the fact that the second portion of each rear surface is 
tapered, the containers 24 will be angled outwardly when the 
display rack is mounted on a wall in the open position, as 
shown in FIG. 2. Accordingly, this construction permits easy 
access to the containers 24 and the goods contained therein in 
contradistinction to conventional display racks of the spice 
rack type wherein the spices are maintained in a conventional 
shelf whereby the spice bottle must be lifted vertically up~ 
wardly and then maneuvered out between shelves. Addi 
tionally, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the depth of the groove 20 
is such that the groove extends beyond the openings 22 so that 
the entire lower portion of each container 24 is easily visible 
to the cook. Hence, the cook can immediately determine 
whether a container needs re?lling simply by glancing at the 
rack. 
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The straps 42 and 44 extend below the section 18 and above 
the section 12 and terminate in fastening means such as male 
snaps 48 at the lower ends and female snaps 50 at the upper 
ends. The snaps 48 and 50 are utilized to maintain the rack in 
the closed position, as noted in detail below. 

In operation, the rack is ‘normally mounted on a wall by 
means of a handle 52, described in greater detail below. Ac 
cordingly, the sections will be oriented as shown in FIGS. 1 
and 2 wherein each section is in spaced relationship to another 
section and the containers are angled outwardly for easy ac 
cess. When a person wishes to utilize a container, he simply 
removes the container ‘by moving it outwardly and can then 
open the container by a simple movement of the thumb by en 
gaging the cover 32beneath the tab 38 and moving upwardly. 
The container is closed in the manner noted above by 
snapping the cover downwardly over the external bead ad 
jacent the mouth of the bottle. Such containers are conven 
tional in construction and are usually utilized by pharmacies 
and the like for transporting pills and capsules. 
When it is desired to transport the containers, the rack is 

removed from its wall mounting. Thereafter, the section 18 is 
pivoted upwardly by means of the ?exible straps 42 and 44 so 
that the covers 32 of the containers 24 retained in the section 
18 are received in the groove 20 of the section 16, asshown in 
FIG. 3. The reason for the openings 22 inadjacent sections 
being offset with respect to each other will now become ap 
parent. That is, the openings 22 are offset so that when the 
covers of the containers in one section are received in the 
groove in an adjacent section the covers will easily inter?t or 
be juxtaposed with‘ the bodies of the containers in the other 
section. Thus, when the containers in the section 18 are 
received in the groove 20 of the section 16, the section 16 in 
effect seals the containers of the section 18 so that they cannot 
be removed therefrom or accidentally fall out. Moreover, this 
construction permits a closer inter?tting relationship between 
sections which results in an overall smaller package. 

This process is again repeated so that the covers 32 of the 
containers in the section 16 are received in the groove 20 in 
the section 14. Hence, the containers 24 in the section 16 are 
e?ectively sealed and cannot be removed. 

Thereafter, the section 12 is folded over so that the covers 
of the containers in the section 14 are received in the groove 
20 in the section 12 and the covers of the containers in the 
section 12 are received in the groove 20 of the section 18. 
With the sections so arranged in the so-called closed state, the 
male snaps 48 will overlie the female snaps 50 in the straps 42 
and 44 and may be snapped together to maintain the rack 10 
in the closed position, as shown in FIG. 4. Thus the rack may 
be easily transported without fear of losing any of the con 
tainers 24 since each section effectively seals the containers in 
another section and prevents their removal. When the person 
arrives at his destination, the rack 10 may be opened simply by 
disengaging the snaps 48 and 50 and again mounting the rack 
on a wall. 

In the embodiment under consideration, the first portion of 
the rear surface of each one of the sections and the bottom 
surface of each one of the sections are sized so that together 
they substantially equal the length of the second portion of the 
rear surface. To be more speci?c, as shown in FIG. 4, the ?rst 
portion 18F of the rear surface of the section 18 and the bot 
tom surface 16B of the section 16 are sized so that together 
they substantially equal the length of the second portion 186 
of the rear surface of the section 18. Accordingly, when the 
rack is in the closed position, the rack will form an octagon 
having eight substantially equal sides. Additionally, it is to be 
noted that the display rack of the present invention eliminates 
unsightly shelves and produces a pleasing and esthetic ap 
pearance. Moreover, to heighten the esthetic appearance of 
the present invention, the sections may be fabricated from a 
decorative wood, such as walnut or the like. 
As noted hereinabove, the rack 10 is provided with a handle 

> 52. The handle 52 includes a ?rst member 54 which is con 
nected to the section 12 adjacent the left-hand edge thereof by 
a rivet 56 (FIG. 5). The handle 52 also includes a member 58 
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4 
which is connected to the section 12 adjacent the right-hand 
edge thereof by a rivet 60. The member 54 is provided with 
spaced male snaps 62 and 64. The member 58 is provided with 
spaced female snaps 66 and 68. When the rack is in the closed 
state, the snaps 62 and 66 are connected together and the 
snaps 64 and 68 are connected together to form a,v carrying 
handle for the rack, as shown in FIG. 5. However, when it is 
desired to mount the rack on a wall, the aforementioned snaps 
are disengaged and the snap 66 is connected with the snap 64, 
as shown in FIG. 1. Thus, the handle shown in FIG. 1 may then 
be received over a hook or a nail or the like to mount the rack 
on a wall. Alternatively, the snaps may be provided with a cen 
tral bore which receives the hook or nail therethrough. 

Accordingly, a display rack has been described which can 
be mounted on a wall and permits easy and quick access to 
containers therein or which may easily and quickly be moved 
to a closed state to transport the containers and which is 
operable to maintain the containers in place during such trans 
portation. 
While a preferred embodiment of the invention has been 

shown and described herein, it will be obvious that numerous 
omissions, changes andadditions may be made in such em 
bodiment without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
present invention. For example, although the present inven 
tion has been described in the context of a spice rack, it will be 
obvious that this is by way of example only and is not to be in 
terpreted as being a limitation of the present invention. That 
is, the rack may be utilized for any type of goods and is not 
limited to spices. Additionally, it will be obvious that the rack 
may include more or less than the four sections shown or that 
any type of apparatus other than containers may be received 
in the rack openings. 
What is claimed is: , 

1. A display rack for retaining and displaying preselected 
apparatus comprising a plurality of individual sections, each of 
said plurality of sections having a plurality of apparatus 
retainers each adapted to receive an apparatus therein, con 
necting means for interconnecting said plurality of sections so 
that one section may be moved to a closed position withv 
respect to another section to prevent removal of the apparatus 
received in said other section, and spaced fastening means 
adapted to engage each other when all of said plurality of sec 
tions have been moved to the closed position for maintaining 
said rack closed, said apparatus comprising containers and 
said apparatus retainers comprising container retainers, said 
plurality of container retainers being sized so that the tops of 
the respective containers extend above the associated section, 
and holding means on each section adapted to receive the tops 
of the containers of said other section therein when said sec 
tions are moved to the closed position to prevent removal of 
said containers. 

2. A display rack as in claim 1, in which said plurality of 
container retainers in adjacent ones of said plurality of sec 
tions are offset with respect to each other, and said holding 
means comprises a longitudinal groove in each of said plurali 
ty of sections, whereby the tops of the containers in said other 4‘ 
section are received in said groove in juxtaposition to the con 
tainer retainers in said one section when the sections are 
moved to the closed position. 

3. A display rack as in claim 2, in which said container 
retainers are sized and positioned so that a portion thereof is 
visible through said groove whereby the goods in the con 
tainers are visible. 

4. A display rack as in claim 1, in which each of said plurali 
ty of sections comprises a top wall, a bottom wall, a front wall 
and a rear wall, said rear wall comprising a ?rst portion ex 
tending downwardly from said top wall and a second portion 
tapering downwardly and forwardly between said ?rst portion 
and said bottom wall, said connecting means comprising at 
least a pair of straps connected to the second portion of said 
rear wall of each of said plurality of sections adjacent each end 
thereof, and said fastening means includes snap members con 
nected to the respective ends of each of said straps. 
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5. A display rack as in claim 1, and a handle connected to at 
least one of said plurality of sections. 

6. A display rack as in claim 5, in which said handle com 
prises a ?rst member connected to said section and a second 
member connected to said section at a point spaced from the 
connection of said ?rst member, ?rst engaging elements on 
said ?rst and second members operable to engage each other 
to provide a relatively short carrying handle, and second en 
gaging elements on said ?rst and second members operable to 
engage each other to provide a relatively long mounting han 
dle. 

7. A display rack comprising a plurality of individual sec 
tions each having a top wall, a bottom wall, a front wall and a 
rear wall; each of said sections further including a plurality of 
spaced openings extending downwardly from the top wall, 
containers received in respective ones of said openings; said 
openings being sized so that the tops of said containers extend 
above said top wall; connecting means connecting said plurali 
ty of sections together for movement between an open posi 
tion wherein each section is spaced from the adjacent section 
whereby said containers are accessible and a closed position 
wherein one section covers the tops of the containers in 
another section to prevent the removal of said containers from 
said other section; and fastening means for maintaining said 
plurality of sections in the closed position. 

8. The display rack of claim 7, in which each of said plurali 
ty of sections is provided with a longitudinal groove in the 
front wall thereof, whereby said one section receives the tops 
of the containers in said other section therein when said plu 
rality of sections are moved to the closed position. 

9. The display rack of claim 8, in which said openings in ad 
jacent ones of said plurality of sections are offset with respect 
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6 
to each other, whereby the tops of said containers in said other 
section are in juxtaposition to the containers in said one sec 
tion when said plurality of sections are moved to the closed 
position. 

10. The display rack of claim 8, in which the depth of said 
groove is sized to extend into said openings whereby said con 
tainers are visible through said groove. 

11. The display rack of claim 7, in which said rear wall of 
each of said plurality of sections comprises a ?rst portion ex 
tending downwardly from said top wall, and a second portion 
tapering downwardly and forwardly between said ?rst portion 
and said bottom, wall, said connecting means being connected 
to said second portion of said rear wall of each of said plurality 
of sections, whereby said containers extend outwardly when 
said plurality of sections are in the open position to facilitate 
removal of said containers. 

12. The display rack of claim 11, wherein said rack com 
prises four sections, the combined length of said bottom wall 
and the ?rst portion of the rear wall of each of said sections 
being equal to the length of said second portion of said rear 
wall of each of said sections, whereby said sections form an 
octagon when said sections are in the closed position. 

13. The display rack of claim 7, in which each container 
comprises a bottle having an open top equal in diameter to the 
interior of the bottle, a bead surrounding said open top, and a 
?exible and resilient cover having an internal bead adapted to 
snap over the bead on said bottle to seal said bottle. 

14. A display rack as in claim 7, further including an exten 
sible handle movable between a ?rst position for carrying said 
rack and a second position for mounting said rack on a wall. 


